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Feminism, Materialism, and Freedom

Concepts of autonomy, agency, and freedom - the central terms by which subjectivity has been understood in
the twentieth century and beyond - have been central
to feminist polities since its theoretical reeruption in the
writings of Simone de Beauvoir. While these concepts are
continually evoked in feminist theory, however, they have
been rarely defined, explained, or analyzed. Instead the),
have functioned as a kind of mantra of liberation, a given
ideal, not only for a politics directed purely to feminist
questions but to any politics directed to class, race, or national and ethnic struggles. I propose in this essay to provide an opening up of these terms that are so commonly
used to define subjectiviry or identity, a problematization
of their common usage in feminist and other political discourses, and their recasting in the terms of a philosophical
tradition which is rarely used by feminiSts but which may
dynamize and make such concepts ontological conditions
rather than moral ideals.
Instead of turning to those philosophical traditions in
which the questions of freedom and autonomy are irremediably tied to the functioning and deprivatory power
of the (oppressive or dominant) other-that is, the tradition of dialectical phenomenology that dates from Hegel,
through Marxism, and influences and inflects existentialism, structuralism, and poststrucOlraJism, which in rum
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have so heavily influenced most contemporary forms of feminist thought
regarding the subject- I want to turn to a more archaic tradition but also
a more modernist one that feminists have tended to avoid - the philosophy of life, the philosophy of biology, the philosophy of nature, initiated
to some extent by the pre-Socratics, but fully elaborated primarily in the
nineteenth century through the texts of Darwin, Nietzsche, and Bergson
and flourishing well into the earliest decades of the twentieth century.
I will attempt here to rethink concepts like freedom, autonomy, and
even subjectiviry in ontological, even metaphysical terms rather than what
has been more common over the last century and well before, namely,
through the discourses of political philosophy and the debates between
liberalism, historical materialism, and postffiodernism regarding the sovereignry and rights of subjects and social groups. In doing so, I hope to
provide new resources, new concepts, and new questions for femmlst

thought in reconSidering subjectiviry beyond the constraints of the paradigm of recognition that have marked it since Beauvoir. In elaboratrng the
centraliry of matter to any understanding of subjectiviry or conscIousness as free or autonomous, we need to look outside the traditions of
thought that have considered subjectiviry as the realm of agency and free·
dom only through the attainment of reason, rights, and recognition: that
is, only through the operation of forces - social, cultural, or identificatory
- outside the subject.
Thus, instead of linking the question of freedom to the concept of
emancipation or to some understanding of liberation from, or removal of,
an oppressive or unfair form of constraint or limitation, as is most com-

mon in feminist and other antioppressive struggles and discourses, I de·
velop a concept of life, bare life, where freedom is conceived not only or
primarily as the elimination of constraint or coercion but more positively
as the condition of, or capaciry for, action in life. In doing so, I hope to
elaborate and explain my understanding of freedom, agency, and auton·
omy not in terms of a concept of "freedom from," where freedom is
conceived negatively, as the elimination of constraint, but in terms of a
"freedom to;' a positive understanding of freedom as the capaciry for
action. I do not believe that this is a depoliticization of the concept but
rather its reframing in a different context that may provide it with other,
different political affiliations and associations and a different understanding of subjectiviry.

FEMINI S M , MATERIALISM, AND FREEDOM

The difference between "freedom from» and "freedom to" has of course
a long and illustrious history. It perhaps finds its most recent expression in
the genealogical writings of Michel Foucault, who, in distinguishing the
negative or repressive hypothesis of power from the positive understanding of power as that which produces Or enables, relies heavily on Nietzsche's distinction between the other-directedness of a reactive herd moraliry and the self-affirmation of an active Or noble morality, unconcerned
with the other and irs constraints, directed only to its own powers and to
the fullest affirmation of its own forces. The distinction between a freedom from and a freedom to is, to a large extent, correlated with a conceptton of freedom that is bound up with a shared existence with the other
and the other's powers over the subject, on the one hand, and a freedom directed only to one's actions and their conditions and consequences,
on the other. Is feminist theory best served through its traditional focus
on women's attainment of a freedom from patriarchal, racist, colonialist
and heteronormative constraint? Or by exploring what the female _ 0
feminist -SUbject is and is capable of making and doing? It is this broa
and overarching question -one of the imponderable dilemmas facin
contemporary politics well beyond feminism - that is at stake here in
exploring the subject's freedom through its immersion in materiality.
I have no intention of presenting a critique of the notion of "freedom
from," for it clearly has a certain political relevance; 1 but its relevance
should not be overstated, and if freedom remains tied to only this negative
concept of liberty, it remains tied to the options or alternatives provided
by the present and its prevailing and admittedly limiting forces, instead of
accessing and opening up the present to the invention of the new. In other
words, a "freedom from;' while arguably necessary for understanding
concepts like subjectivity, agency, and autonomy, is not sufficient for at
best it addresses and attempts to redress wrongs of the past without provIding any ~tive direction tor action in the future . It entails that once
the subject has had restraints and inhibitions, the negative limirations, to
freedom removed, a natural or given autonomy is somehow preserved. If
external interference can be minimized, the subject can be (or rather become) itself, can be lefr to itself and as itself, can enact its given freedom.
Freedom is attained through rights, laws, and rules that minimize negattve rnterference rather than affirm positive actions.
I want to focus on the tradition of "freedom to" which has tended to be
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neglected in feminist and other radical political struggles, though it may
make more explicit and clear what is at stake in feminist notions of subjectivity, agency, and autonomy. But rather than turning to Nietzsche and
Foucault to articulate this network of connections (as I have done elsewhere) 2 - for they are the most obvious and explicit proponents of a
positive conception of freedom, freedom as the ability to act and in acting
I to make oneself even as one is made by extem aHorces will look at the
\ work of someone more or less entirely neglected in feminist and much of
postmodern literature, Henri Bergson, whose understanding of freedom
is remarkably subtle and complex and may provide new ways of understanding both the openness of subjectivity and politics as well as their
integration and cohesion with their respective pasts or histoty.' I believe
that Bergson may help us to articulate an understanding of subjectivity,
agency, and freedom that is more consonan~th..~ femini.§...m of difference
than with an egalitarian feminism, which more clearly finds its support in
varioi:iS""projects centered around (he";truggles for rights and recognition.
In this sense, although there may be no direct connection between the
writings of Irigaray and those of Bergson, nevertheless, some Bergsonian
conceptions may serve to explain Irigaray's understanding of what autonomy might be for a subject only in tlle process of coming into existence, a
subject-to-be (a female subject).' Bergson might help to rethink how
subjectivity and freedom are always and only enacted within and through
the materiality that life and the nonliving share, a materiality not ade~cfdressed in akernativ-;; traCfitiOiisthathave until now remained
so influential in feminist thought.

!
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life, and intuition, lies outside and beyond the traditional binary distinctions that characterize so much of Western thought.
Bergson argues that in traditional debates regarding free will and determinism, both sides share a number of problematic commitments: both
presume the separation or discontinuity of the subject from the range of
available options or alternatives and from the subject's own ongoing selfidentity; a fundamental continuity between present causes and future ef"fects (whether causes are regarded as internal to the subject or as external
tends to define the positions of the determinist and the libertarian respec:::..
tively); and an atomistic separation or logical division between cause and
j
effect. In other words, as in all oppositional or dichotomized divisions,
.:.both sides of the free will i determinism debate are problematic and share
"...,
founding assumptions that enable them to regard themselves as oppo- ,.
'
""'
sites. 5 As with all oppositional structures, we need to find something that
<>
articulates what both views, in spite of their contradictions, share in common and what exceeds their terms and functions outside their constraints.
For the hard-core determinist, if one had an adequately detailed knowledge of antecedent events, that is, causes, one could predict with absolute
certainty what their effects would be, whether these causes are material
and external, or psychical and internal. In its most recent incarnations,
determinism has affirmed that causes may lodge themselves within the
living organism, as effects of an en masse conditioning of the body and its

...

behavior, or as a consequence of the more microscopic molecular move-

ments and structure of the brain or the even more miniscule chromosomal
structure of each cell. (Recent discourses on "the gay brain;'6 the "gay
gene:' or the construction of queer through too close a "contamination))

Bergson and Freedom
Bergson's understanding of freedom and its links to subjectivity is initially
articulated in his first major publication, Time and Free Will, which not
only outlines his conceptions of duration and space (which will become
the centerpiece of his analyses in Matter and Memory and Creative Evolution) but also embeds his work in the traditional metaphysical opposition
between free will and determinism, an ancient debate, still articulating
itself with great insistence, ironically, even within contemporary feminism. His understanding of freedom, as with his notions of perception,
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by queer lifestyles are merely contemporary versions of this ancient debate.) What lies behind each variation of this position is the belief that, if

~n~ could know the brain structure or genetic or behavioral patrerns
mnmately enough, one could predICt future behavior, whether criminal,

uL ~\ I
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,

sexual, or cultural.
\, I.V' .
On the other side is the libertarian or free will position which asserts ,'IV.
that even if determinism regulates the material order, in the realm of the
human subject, there is an inherent unpredictability of effects from given
causes. Given a variety of options or alternatives, it is unpredictable which
one will be chosen: it is an open or free act. Freedom is understood, on the
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antideterminist position, as the performance of an act that could have
been done otherwise, even under the same exact conditions. Both libertarians and determinists share the belief that the subject is the same subject, the same entity, before and
the alter;;;;'tives have been posed;;;;d
<one chosen;. the subject, even-after choosing a-partiCular-cotitse;Couli:r
review-tharcourse and either would make the same choice again in preCisely the same way (the determinist position) or could make a different
choice, even in the same circumstances (the libertarian pOSition). For
both, the choice of one of the options does not annihilate the existence of
the others but leaves them intact, capable of being chosen (or not) again.
Bergson's position on the question of freedom is more complex than
either the determinist or the libertarian view. For him, it is not so much
that subjects are free or not free: rather, it is acts that, in expressing a
consonance (or not) with their agent, are free (or automatized), have (or
lack) the qualitative character of free acts. An act is free to the extent that
"the self alone will have been the author of it, and ... it will express the
whole of the self?" Bergson's position is both alluringly and nostalgically
metaphysical and strikingly Simple: free acts are those that spring from the
subject alone (and not from any psychical state of the subject or any
manipulated behavior around the subject); they not only originate in or
through a subject, they express all of that subject. In other words, they are
integral to who or what the subject is.
In this understanding, the question whether the subject would or would
not make the same choice again is ill posed: such a situation is unrealistic and impossible. The precise circumstances cannot be repeated, at the
very least, because me-subject isnortfie same: the subJecthas inevitably
changed, grown older, been affected by earlier:aecisions,iLaware of the
previous choice, and so on. If the subject were absolutely identical in the
replaying of a particular choice, neither the determinist's nor the libertarian's position would be affirmed. All one could say is that the subject is
the self-same subject. Yet even in the case of an example favored by the
determinist-the subject under hypnosis-there is a measure offreedom
insofar as the act performed through suggestion must still be rationalized,
integrated in the agent's life history, given a history, qualitatively inserted
into all the agent's other acts in order to be performed or undertaken. 8
With even the most constrained and manipulated of circumstances,
when one person's will is imposed on another's without his or her con-
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scious awareness, Bergson argues that there must nevertheless be a retro-

spective cohesion.between·thesubject's current act and the pre"kiUschain
of~s that prepared for and made it possible. Even in this case, it- '
i s only retroaCtiVely, mer the act is completed, that we can discern or mark
the distinction between a cause and an effect for in psychical life there
cannot be the logical separation of cause from effect that characterizes
material objects in their external relations to each other. Wbat character- '\QJ III ( ~ I i
izes psychical life, Bergson insists, is not the capacity to lay parts (in this I J
case, psychical states) side by side for this accomplishes a certain spatial
11 (,
ordering that is not possible for, or lived by, the living being but the
inherent immersion and coherence of a being in time. Psychical states are \
not like objects for they have no parts, cannot be directly compared, and
admit of no magnitude or degree.
Psychical states have three relevant characteristics: (a) they are always
qualitative, and thus incapable of measurement without the imposition of
an external grid (this already makes psychical determinism an incoherent
position - if causes cannot be measured and precisely calculated, then
even if determinism is in principle correct, ironically it remains unable to
attain its most expliCit goal- prediction);9 (b) they function not through
distinction, opposition, categories, or identities but through "fusion or
r--------

interpenetration;'l0 through an immersion or permeation that generates

a continUity between states or processes and makes their juxtaposition
impOSSible (this is the basis of !:r~son's criti~~~~tionis~2t
and (c) they emerge or can be unaerstood onl¥ in duratiorilrather than
through the conventional modes of spatializatiO~tlla~alIy regulate
thought, especially scientific or instrumental thought, that is to say, any
mode of analysis or division into parts. Parts, elements, and states are
discernible only as spatial categories or terms. While these attributes or
divisions may be imposed on the continuity of life and consciousness,

I

they do not arise from them for life.~~~~ bec~?:i~JI~::.~_~~~ it
is durational as much as it is spatial, though we are less able to see or
comprehend the durational flux than the mappable geometries of spatial i
\
organization.
For Bergson, then, at least in his earlier works, free acts erupt from the
subject insofar as they express the whole of that subject even when they are
unexpected and unprepared for: "we are free when our acts spring from
our whole personality, when they express it, when they have that indefin-
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able resemblance to it which one sometimes finds between the artist and
his work" (172). Acts are free insofar as they express and resemble the
subject, not insofar as the subject is always the same, an essence, an identity but insofar as the s~ect is transformed by and engaged through its
_"~~~~~mes thro~g]1)ts acts< Those who ask whetfier we are free to
alter our character lay themselves open to [this 1objection. Certainly our
character is altering imperceptibly every day, and our freedom would
suffer if these new acquisitions were grafted on to our self and not blended
with it. But, as soon as this blending takes place, it must be admirted that
the change which has supervened in our character belongs to us, that we
have appropriated it" (172).
Bergson's point is that free acts come from or even through us (it is not
clear if it marters where the impetus of the act originates - what marte-;Sis - !1,,,,r ifisretraactiveiy integrated into the subject's history and continuity). More significantly, if this subject from which acts spring is never the
same, never self-identical, alw~~d impE~gp_tibly becoming other th~
what it once was and is noW; then free acts, having been undertaken, are
thOse which' transform ;:;~ which we can incorporate into our becomings
in the very process of their changing us. Free acts are those which both
express us and which transform us, w~xpress old!:.transfo.rming.
What both the determinists and the libertarians misunderstand is the
very notion of possibility: the determinist assumes that there is only one
possible act that can occur from given conditions or antecedents for any
given subject, whereas the libertarian assumes that there could be several different acts that could ensue from given conditions or antecedents.
Given two possible outcomes, X and Y (and fixing the antecedent conditions) , the determinist assumes that only one was ever in fact pOSSible; in
contrast the libertarian assumes that both were equally possible. Neither
understands that the two options were never of equal value because nei-..,
.
ther exists in itself as an abstract possibility. If we follow Bergson's famous
I < ~ l{ ' -distinction between the possible and the virtual,12 the possible is at best
-Ithe retrospective projection of a real that wishes to conceive itself as eterV If
~ I nally, always, possible but which becomes actual only through an unpreiA \ dictable labor and effort of differentiation, an epigenesis that excee~
preconditions. It is only after a work of art, a concept, form;;i;'-or act
rexrsts;"is'; eal, and has had some actuality that we can say that it must have
been pOSSible, that it was one of the available options. Its pOSSibility can be
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gleaned only from its actuality for the possible never prefigures the real, it
....----.-.......
simply accompanies it as its post facto shadow. So although we can posit
that X and Y are equally possible (or not equally possible), it is only after
one of them has been actualized or chosen that we can see the path of
reasons, causes, or explanations which made it desirable. 13 Only after one
of the options has been chosen can we see that the unchosen option is not
preserved there in its possibility but entirely dissolves, becoming simply a
reminiscence or projection.
Bergson has provided an understanding offreedom that is not fundamentally linked to the question of choice, to the operations of alternatives,
to the selection of options outside the subject and independently available
to him or her. It is not a freedom of selection, of consumption,. a freedom
linked to the a~q;;-:is-::
-: it1-:'o=-n=-o-=-fc o:Cb"'j:":ects
= O:b"'u"'t-a-;:fr-:e--:ed
-:;o':'m
- of action that is above all
connected to an active self; an embodied-Deing, a being who acts in a
world of other beings and objects. Acts, having been undertaken, transform their agent so that the paths that the agent took to the act are no
longer available to him or her except abstractly or in reconstruction. Indeed, there are no paths to any possible action (that is why an action
remains possible but not real) until the action is acted, and then the path
exists only in reconstruction not in actuality. The path can 'De orawn oii.ly -afterthe-movement ,is .. completed,.Once- tfie act is performed, we can -fl.v.
divide, analyze, assess, and treat as necessary what in the process of its performance remains undivided, unanalY2able, surprising, and utterly contingent. The act, once performed, once actualized, is different from the
indeterminacy of its performarice.
Moreover, Bergson's understanding of freedom dissolves the intimate
connection between freedom and the subject's internal constitution or
pregiven right. ~reedom is not a quality or property of the human subject,
as implied within the phenomenological traCiition;- b'iiTcai1iiiilfch-aractef-~
ize a process, an action, a ffiovem"nC that"has'iio particular qualities.
J reedom has no gi.~~~it cannot b~E~"Any positive definition of freedom will ensure the victory of determinism;'I' This is in part
because it is not an attribute, quality, or capacity that exists independent of
its exercise. It
,
... is not that subjects are or are not free; rather, actions, those
)
undertaken by living beings, may sometimes express such freedom. Free~
-~
-~-- ......- ------._- ..
dom is a matrer ofoegree ano'Cnaracterizes oii.ly iliose acts in which one
acts with all of one's being, and in the process those acts become capable of
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transforming that being. It is rare that our actions express with such
~
intimate intensity the uniqueness of our situation and our own position
within it. IS But it is at these moments that freedom at its most intense
is expressed.
Freedom is thus the exception rather than the rule in the sense that it
can function only through the "autonomy" of the living being against a
background of routinized or habituated activity. It is only insofar as most
of evetyday life is accommodated through automatism, by a kind of reflex
or habit, that free acts have their energetic and aesthetico-moral force and
their effects on their author or agent. Associationism and determinism
have their relevance in conscious life: they provide an explanation of the
automatized substrate of daily behavior that provides a probabilistic guarantee of accomplished action. It is only against this assumed or taken-forgranted background economy of details that free acts may erupt. 16 In place
of either a rigid determinism or the pointless and undirected openness of
libertarianism, Bergson ~ngeterrnina9C as the defining characteristic
---7:-,-~''":'
,
of life and the condition for freedom: "It is at the great and solemn crisis,
---decisiVe in our reputation...~
with others, and yet more with ourself, that we
" choose in defiance of what is conventionally called a motive, and this
¥' absence of any tangible reason is the more striking the deeper our freedom
goes" (170).

1
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Freedom and Materiality

In his later works, Bergson focuses less on freedom as the exclusive attribute of a self, concentrated on only the one, conscious side of the
distinction between the organic and the inorganic, as he did in his earlier
Time and Free Will, and more on the relations between the organic and the
inOrganic' the intern~~_tin.:~~~_oi!~c;s!s>.!!' through its encounters
with the resistai'iC-e 6f matter. 17 If freedom is located in acts rather than in
subjects, then the'capadty to act and the effectivity of action is to a large
/' extent structured by the ability to harness and utilize matter for one's own
1 purposes and interests. Freedom is not a transcendent quality inherent in
subjects but is inunanent in the relations that the living has with the
material world, including other forms oflife.
As the correlate of life itself, whose accompaniment is consciousness in
a more or less dormant or active state, freedom is not a transcendental
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property of the human but an immanent and sometimes latent capacity in
life in all its complexity. Life is consciousness, though not always an active
consciousness. Consciousness is the projection onto materiality of the
p'ossibi!!..ty of a Choice, a decision whose outcome is not given in advance,
which is to say, a mode of simplifying or skelewizing matter so that it
affords us materials on and with which to act." It is linked to the capacity
for choice, for freedom. It is not tied to the emergence of reason, to the
capacity for reflection, or to some inherent quality of the human. Life in its
evolutionary forms expresses various degrees of freedom, correlated with
I j..
the extent and range of consciousness, which is itself correlated with the
'" \- a \
various possibilities of action. Th,e..toIP.9r or unconsciousness that ch~_ • L.
terizes most plant life makes the concept of freedom largely irrelevant or "
operational o;:;Iy at its m~inimallevel insofar as "choice" or action is ~ 1....\
not generally available to vegetal existence.
.;!--q.......
Yet the most elementary forms of mobile life, animal existence from the
protowa upward, exhibit a kind of incipientJreedom in some of their
JUQst significant acrions~The capacity for "choice" - even if reduced to the
choice of when and where to contract or expand, when and what to eat,
and so forth - expresses both the particularity of each species and the
specificity of individuals within them. 2• Each species, Bergson suggests,
has the consciousness precisely appropriate to the range of actions available to it: each species, and here Bergson anticipates the work of sOlpe <?L --,
the theoretical biologists to follow,21 has a world opened -;;p to it within
I
which its organs nave, through natural selection, the capacity to extract for I'>:~~!~
it what it needs for its ongoing existence. Each animal speci~hether
~,
regulated by instinct as are the social insects or by intelligence as occurs in V--" \
gradations through the vertebrates, has a world in which it can act, in
which it requires a certain consciousness and in which there is for it a
"fringe" of freedom, a wne of indetermination that elevates it above mere

I.
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automated responses ro given-stiml!!!.
i J" rf--t
It is ellis "wne of indetermination'~that for Bergson characterizes both
the freedo!!, representative of life-:;'.,d the capacity for being otherwise that
life can bestowoii"( elements or factors of) material organization. Indetermination is the "true principle" of life, the condition for the open-ended
action of living beings, the ways in which living bodies are mobilized for
action that cannot be specified in advance. 22 The degrees of indetermination are the degrees of freedom. Living bodies act not simply or mainly
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through deliberation or conscious decision but through indetermination,
through the capacity they bring to the material world and objects to make
them useful for life in ways that cannot be specified in advance. 23
Indetermination spreads from the living to the nonliving through the
virtuality that the living brings to the inorganic, the potential for the
inorganic to be otherwise, to lend itself to incorporation, transformation,
and energetic protraction in the life and activities of species and individuals: "At the root of life there is an effort to engrafr on to the necessity
of physical forces the largest possible amount of indeterminatilm:'" Life
opens the universe to becoming more than it is.
But equally, Bergson argues, marter as a whole, the material universe,
must contain within itself the very conditions for the indeterminacy of the
life which it generated. Those mixtures or compounds may yield memory,
histoty, and the past and make them linger, press on, and remain relevant
to the present and future. Matter must contain as its most latent principle,
its most virtual recess, the same indeterminacy that life returns to it. This is
\
the common point of binary terms (matter and memory, extension and
consciousness, space and duration) and that which exceeds them - the
fundamental j!>terimplications of mind and matter, of life and the inorganic, as well as their origins in the indeterminacy of the universe itself,
the point of their endosmosis, where mattet expands into life and life
cOntracts into matter in pure duration. Life, and its growing complications through the evolutionary elaboration, generates a "reservoir of indetermination" (126) that it returns to the inorganic universe to expand it
and make it amenable to, and the resource for, life in its multiple becomings; and matter in turn, while providing the resources and objects of
living activity, is also the internal condition of freedom as well as its
external limit or consttaint. "[The evolution of life 1is at the mercy of the
materiality which it has had to assume. It is what each of us may experience in himself. Our freedom, in the vety movements by which it is
affirmed, creates the growing habits that will stifle it if it fails to renew
itself by a constant effort: it is dogged by automatism" (127).
Materiality tends to determination; it gives itself up to calculation,
precision, and spatialization. But at the same time, it is also the field in and
through which free acts are generated through the encounter of life with
matter and the capacity of each to yield to the other its forms and forces,
both its inertia and its dynamism. Matter, inorganic matter, is both the

lSI

contracting condition of determination and the dilating expression of
indetermination, and these two possibilities characterize both matter in its
inorganic forms and those organized material bodies that are living. Immersed in matter and an eruption from it, life is the continuous negotiation with matter that creates the conditions for its own expansion and the
opening up of matter to its own virtualities: "[Life 1 was to create with
matter, which is necessity itself, an instrument of freedom, to make a
machine which should triumph over mechanism, and to use the determinism of nature to pass through the meshes of the net which this vety
determinism had spread" (264).
As isolatable systems, fixed entities, objects with extrinsic relations to
each other, the material universe is the very source of regularity, predictability, and determination that enables a perceiving being to perform
•
habitual actions with a measure of some guarantee of efficacy. Yet as an
interconnected whole, the universe itself exhibits hesitation, uncertainty, rl. \; i1 '
and the openness to evolutionaty emergence, that is, the very indetermination that characterizes life. At its most contracted, the material universe is regular, reborn at each moment, fully actual and in the present . .t<r
But at its most expansive, it is part of the flow of pure duration, carrying
along the past with the present, the virtual with the actual, and enabling
them to give way to a future they do not contain. The universe has this
expansive poSSibility, the possibility of being otherwise not because life
recognizes it as such but because life can exist only because of the simultaneity of the past with the present that matter affords it.25

p;< \

Feminism and Freedom
Feminists have long assumed that, as a coercive form of constraint, it is
patriarchy and patriarchal power relations that have limited women's freedom by not making available to women the full range of options for action \
that it affords men. And it is certainly true that the range of "choices"
available to women as a group is smaller and more restricted than that
available to men as a group. But the question of freedom for women, or
for any oppressed social group, is never simply a question of eXl'anding__ _
the range of available options so much as it is about transforming the
quality anClacrivity ofChe subjects who (!foose and who make themselves
through how and what they do. Freedom is not so much linked to choice
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(a selection from pregiven options or commoruties) as it is to autonomy,
and autonomy is linked to the ability to make (or refuse to make) activities (induding language and systems of representation and value) one's
own, that is, to integrate the activities one undertakes intO one's history,

one's becoming. It is my daim that something like a Bergsonian understanding of freedom coheres more readily with an Irigarayan conception
of sexual autonomy than with a femJnist e~ism that is necessarilx..
\
rooted in sexual ~erence. Although of course Bergson was not interested in and predates the pararugm of sexual rufference posed by Irigaray,
his conception of freedom links actions to a process of self-making that
dosely anticipates Irigaray's understanding of sexual difference, the autonomy and dual symmetry of the two sexes, as that which is virtual and that
which is in the process of becoming.
Bergson has elucidated a concept of freedom that links it not to choice
but to innovation and invention. Freedom pertains to the realm of ac--Cion;' proces;"-;:-;;:;d- ;;';;'ts rh~;;;;- not contained within, or preructable
~ from, the present; it is that which emerges, surprises, and cannot be en\ tirely anticipated in advance. It is not a state one is in or a quality that one
. has, but it resides in the activities one undertakes that transform oneself
and (a part of) the world. It is not a pro~rty or rigbt bestQl'Led on, or
removed from, individuals by others but a capacity or potentiality to act
both in accordance with one's past as well as "out of character;' in a
manner that surprises.
~dom is th~ot primarily 'Lcapacity of mind but o~.~dy: it is
linked to the body's capacity for movement, and thus its multiple pOSSibilities of action. Freedom is not an accomplishment granted by the grace or
good will of the other but is attained only througb the struggle with
rmatter, the struggle of bodies to become more than they are, a struggle
l, that occurs not only on the level of the inruvidual but also of the species.
Freedom is the consequence of indetermination, the very indetermination that characterizes both consciousness and perception. It is this
indetermination - the ruscriminations of the real based on perception, the
ruscriminations of interest that consciousness performs on material objects, indurung other bodies - that liberates life from the immeruacy and
givenness of objects but also from the immeruacy and givenness of the
past. Life is not the coincidence of the present with its past, its bistory, it is
also the forward thrust of a direction whose path is dear only in retro-
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spect. Indetermination liberates life from the consttaints of the present.
Life is the protraction of the past into the present, the suffusing of matter
with memory, wbich is the capaciry to contract matter into what is useful
for future action and to make matter function rufferently in the future than
in the past. The spark of indetermination that made life possible spreads
througb matter by means of the activities that life performs on matter. As a I
result, the world itself comes to vibrate with its possibilities for being \
otherwise.

So what does Bergsonism, or the pbilosopby of life, offer to feminist
theory over and above the liberal and MarxIst, elllpmclst or phenomenological conceptions of freedom? If we rely on a conception of freedom that
is linked to the controlling power of the other, the socially dominant
others, wbether a dass, a sex, a race, or groups and individuals - a view
wbich all these conceptions in some way share - we abandon in advance
the concept of autonomy. Iffreedom is that whicb is bestowed on us by
others, it cannot be lodged in autonomy, in the individual's inner cohesion and bistorical continuiry: it comes froffi.Q\1tst<;le ~ghts granted .
. to us rather than cap~~i ~ent in us. Freedom becomes transcendental rather than immanent, other oriented rather than autonomous, linked
to being rather than to doing. Such an understanding of freedom, at least
from the point of view of a philosophy of life, is reactive, secondary,
peripberal, outside of life instead of being seen as the very (inalienable)
conrution of life. Freedom is a question of degree rather than an absolute
rigbt. It is attained rather than bestowed, and it functions through activity
rather than waiting passively for its moment. Being gay or straigbt, for
example, is not a question of choice (of options already given in their
independent neutrality - men or women as sexual objects, or masculine or
feminine as modes of identification) but an expression of who one is and
t"
~--- ...- - - - - -•• - . - - - .
what one enjoys doing, of one's being. It is an expression of freedom
.. ithouruecessarily constraining itSCifto"'o ptions already laid out. Gayness
(or straightness) is neither produced from causes-whether physiological, genetic, neurological, or sociological- nor is it the consequence of a
free choice among equally appealing given alternatives. It is the enactment
of a freedom that can refuse to constrain sexuality and sexual partners to
any given function, purpose, or activity and that makes sexuality an open
invention even as it carries the burden of biological, cultural, and individual construction.
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The problem of feminism is not the problem of women's lack of freedom, or simply the constraints that patriarchal power relations impose on
women and their identities. If women are not,Jn'somesense'£,e , feminism could not be possible. The problem(father, is how to exp- d the
/
variety of activities, induding the activities ofknowledge-produ [on,27 so
that women and men may be able to ac~.differently and open u activities
to new interests, perspectives, and fram6vorks-hitherto-n& adequately
explored or invented. The problem is not how to give women more adequate recognition (who is it that women require recognition from?),
more rights, or more of a voice but how to enable more action, more
making and doing, more difference. That is, the challenge facing feminism
today is no longer only how to give women a more equal place within
existing social networks and relations but how to enable women to partake in the creation of a futuS!:. unlike the p'resent._
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It is peIfectly obvious that a freedom to create, to make, or to produce is a
luxury that can be attained only with a certain level of the absence of constraint. However, even in the most extreme cases of slavery and in situations
of political or natural catastrophe of the kinds globally experienced in recent
years, there is always a small space for innovation and not simply reaction.
What remains remarkable about genocidal struggles, the horrors of longterm incarceration, concentration camps, prisoner of war camps, and the
prospects of long-term social coexistence in situations of natural and social
catastrophe is the inventiveness of the activities of the constrained - the flourishing of minor and hidden arts and literature, technologies and instruments,
networks of communication, and the transmission of information. What is
most striking about the extreme sittlations of constraint, those which require
a "freedom from;' is that they do not eliminate a "freedom to" but only
complicate it.
In The Nick of Time (2004) as well as in Volatile Bodies ([994).
There have been some, a few, feminist texts on Bergson. See, in particular, Olkowski, "The End of Phenomenology"; and Hill, "Interval, Sexual
Difference."
Irigaray articulates her objections to, and her differences from, the feminist
egalitarian project in "Equal to Whom?"
At bottom, Bergson argues, both the libertarian and the determinist are committed to a tautology, in fact to complementary tautologies: "The argument
of the determinists assumes this puerile form: 'The act, once peIformed, is
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performed; and ... their opponents reply: 'TIle act, before being performed,
was not yet performed.' In other words, the question of freedom remains after
this discussion exactly where it was to begin with; nor must we be surprised at
it, since freedom must be sought in a certain shade or quality of the action
itself and not in the relation of this act to what it is not or to what it might
have been?' Bergson, Time and Free Will, 182.
See LeVay, Queer Science.
Bergson, Time and Free Will, 165-66.
"For it is by no means the case that all conscious states blend with one another
as raindrops with the water of a lake. The self, in so far as it has to do with a
homogeneous space, develops on a kind of surface, and on this surface independent growths may form and float. Thus a suggestion received in the
hypnotic state is not incorporated in the mass of conscious states, but, endowed with a life of its own, it will usurp the whole personality when its time
comes. A violent anger roused by some accidental circumstance, a hereditary
vice suddenly emerged from the obscure depths of the organism to the surface of consciousness, will act almost like a hypnotic suggestion?' Ibid., 166.
"The causes here, unique in their kind, are pan of the effect, have come into
existence with it and are determined by it as much as they determine it." Bergson, Creative Evolution, 164.
Bergson, Time and Free Will, 163.
"In proponion as we dig below the surface and get to the real self, do its states
of consciousness cease to stand in jlLxtaposition and begin to permeate and
melt into one another, and each to be tinged with the colouring of the others.
Thus each of us has his own way of loving and hating; and this love or hatred
reflects his whole personality." Ibid., 164.
See Bergson, The Creative Mind, "The Possible and rhe Real."
"As reality is created as something unforeseeable and new, its image is reflected behind into the indefinite past; thus it finds that it has from all time
been possible, but it is at this precise moment that it begins to have been
always possible, and that is why I said that it's possible, but it is at this precise
moment that it begins to have been always possible, and that is why I said that
its possibility, which does not precede its reality, will have preceded it once
the reality has appeared. The possible is therefore the mirage of the present in
the past." Bergson, The Creative Mind, 119.
Bergson, Time and Free Will, 220.
"It is the whole soul, in fact, which gives rise to rhe free decision: and the act
will be so much the freer the more the dynamiC series with which it is connected tends to be dle fundamental self. Thus understood, free acts are exceptional, even on the part of those who are most given to controlling and
reasoning out what they do." Ibid., 167.
"It is to this these acts, which arc very numerous but for the most pan
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insignificant, that the associationist theory is applicable. They are, taken all
together, the substratum of our free activity, and with respect to this activity
they play the same part as our organic functions in relation to the whole of
our conscious life. Moreover we will grant to determinism that we often
resign our freedom in more serious circumstances, and that, by sluggishness
or indolence, we allow this same local process to run its course when our
whole personality ought, so to speak, to vibrate." Ibid., 169.
Most notably in,MatterandMemory; The Creative Mind; Mind-Energy; and

Creative Evolution.
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"Theoretically, then, everything living must be conscious. In principle, consciousness is co-extensive with life." Bergson, Mind-Energy, 8.
"Even in the vegetable world, where the organism is generally fixed to the
soil, the faculty of movement is dormant rather than absent: it awakens when
it can be of use .... It appears to me therefore extremely likely that consciousness, Originally immanent in all that lives, is dormant where there is no longer
spontaneous movement." Ibid., 10- I I.
"The amoeba ... when in the presence of a substance which can be made
food, pushes out towards it filaments able to seize and enfold foreign bodies.
These pseudopodia are real organs and therefore mechanisms; but they are
only temporary organs created for the particular purpose, and it seems they
still show the rudiments of a choice. From top to bottom, therefore, of the
scale of animal life we see being exercised, though the form is ever vaguer as
we descend, the faculty of choice, that is, the responding to a definite stimulus
of movements more or less unforeseen." Ibid., 9 - 10.
See in particular Uexkiill, Theoretical Biology; Uexkiill, Instinctive Behavior; Raymond Ruyer, Nio{inalisme; and Simondon, "The Genesis of the
Individual."
Bergson, MatterandMemory, 31.
"Matter is inertia, geometry, necessity. But with life there appears free, predictable, movement. The living being chooses or tends to choose. Its role is to
create. In a world where everything else is determined, a zone of indetermin ation surrounds it. To create the future requires preparatory action in the
present, to prepare what will be is to utilize what has been; life therefore is
employed from its start in conserving the past and anticipating the future in a
duration in which past, present and future tread one on another, forming an
indivisible continuity. Such memory, such anticipation, are consciousness
itself. This is why, in right if not in fact, consciousness is coextensive with life."
Bergson, Mind-Energy, 13.
Bergson, Creative Evolution, 114.
"This is precisely what life is, - freedom inserting itself into neceSSity, turning
it to its profit. Life would be an impossibility were the determinism of matter
so absolute as to admit no relaxation. Suppose, however, that at particular
points matter shows a certain elasticity, then and there will be opportunity for

consciousness to install itself. It will have to humble itself at first; yet, once
installed, it will dilate, it will spread from its point of entry and not rest till it
has conquered the whole, for time is at its disposal and the slightest quantity
of indetermination, by continually adding to itself, will make up as much
freedom as you like." Bergson, Mind-Energy, 13-14.
26 It is primarily lrigaray's earlier works - Speculum ofthe Other Woman; This Sex
Which is Not One; Marine Lover; andAn Ethics ofSexual Diffetence that outline
her understanding of autonomy and identity and a project of becoming, a
project of the future that overcomes the sexual indifference of the past and
present.
27 See in particular, Irigaray, "Is the Subject of Science Sexed?"
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